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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2016
JUNE
20
27
JULY
3
4
11
14
18
23
25

June 2016

DISTRICT AND SOCIETY EVENTS

Rehearsal
Rehearsal

International Convention - Nashville
(not competing)
NO REHEARSAL THIS WEEK
Rehearsal
Board Meeting
Rehearsal
CD Recording Session #1
Rehearsal

AUGUST
1
Rehearsal
8
Rehearsal
11
Board Meeting
15
Rehearsal
22
Rehearsal
29
Rehearsal
AND BEYOND...
Aug 6 Recording & Rehearsal- USF School of Music
Sep 10 Recording & Rehearsal- USF School of Music
Oct 8 Fall Convention - Orlando
(International Prelims)
Oct 30 Anona United Methodist Church - Largo
Nov 13 First United Methodist Church - Dunedin
Dec 4 Christmas Show - The Villages
Dec 10 Christmas Shows - USF School of Music
Dec 14 Christmas Show - The Palladium Theater
2017
Jan 8 Installation Banquet (Tentative)
Feb 19 First United Methodist Church - Palm Harbor
(Tentative)

July 3-10, 2016
Call for more information • 800-595-4849
http://www.barbershop.org/nashville/

October 7-9, 2016
2016 Fall Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/

Midwinter 2017
January 17-22, 2017
San Antonio
http://www.barbershop.org/sanantonio/
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From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

Thanks to everyone for making our
Encore '16 shows a tremendous
success. Our total patron count
to date is over 4,100 as compared
to 1,238 at a similar time last
year. In other words, almost 3,000
more patrons have enjoyed our
performances — new friends. And, another good
thing is that we were able to share these friends with
our fellow Toast of Tampa performers. I know we were
very tired after so many events, but the collective
joy that we’ve shared are ‘seeds’ for our future. Many
more people know of the Heralds and will hopefully
be added to our future audiences. Understandably
tired, but please be proud.
I met a couple of young men in the USF lobby after
the Saturday night show. I asked them if they sang
and they said “Yes," and said they would be at our
upcoming guest night. Tony is right that "good
singing attracts good singers." A prediction, future
performances at a continuing higher performing
level will one day open the ‘gold vein’ to new singers.
Our good friend Bob Slaney, Membership VP, will

Are you heading to Nashville for the International
Convention? If you are, please take some pictures and
share them with me for next month's Tampa Herald!
Email Rox@rox-c.com or text me 813-503-4156.
Thanks! and safe travels! ~Roxanne

become very busy. So continue to improve your
‘square’ and help recruit new singers.
Next month, we begin recording our new Christmas
CD. The Music Team has an excellent plan to build
improvement into the Christmas repertoire and the
Fall contest package. ‘Thank you’ to the music guys
for their hard work and great plan.
						Dave
2016 Event Plan
Jul 3 — International Convention - Nashville
Oct 8 — Fall Convention - Orlando (Prelims)
Oct 30 — Anona United Methodist Church - Largo
Nov 14 — First United Methodist Church - Dunedin
Dec 4 — Christmas Show - Villages
Dec 10 — Christmas Shows (2) - USF
Dec 14 — Christmas Show - Palladium
2017
Jan 8 — Installation Banquet (Tentative)
Feb 19 — First United Methodist Church
Palm Harbor (Tentative)

Photo by Shannon Czwalga

Super
Star!
Joseph De Rosa, Tenor
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Remembering Dick Sipple
Our beloved friend and fellow Herald, Dick Sipple, who passed too soon.
by Roxanne Clapp, Editor

Dick was the kind of guy that I
aspire to be and would offer as
the epitome of a true gentleman.
~Dave Roberts

Dick was an instant
friend, where we
both quickly found
out we had similar
backgrounds, including
Ham Radio & deepwater sailing. We shared
lots of 'sea stories'
through the brief 7-year
friendship. Will miss him
terribly.
~ Joe & Kaye McCarthy
Dick was an
exceptional
wood caver
and great
man!

Dick working with
the Heralds at
Raymond James
concession.

Tom and I have such fond memories of Dick. The day he
asked if I could sew and I assumed he had lost a button off
his jacket. When I said yes, he then decided we could make
riser covers! He knew exactly what he was doing. What a
gentle man and gentleman he was. I asked him how long
he had been a Herald and with his trademark grin he said
"l was baptized a Herald."
His love and influence will keep us singing.
~Judy Williams

Dick loved sailing Lake
Michigan and the Traverse
City area where he and Liz
spent their summers.

Dick worked at Fox
13 for many years ...
loved by all!

A great man. He"ll be
missed very much! Bryan Hevel
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H9H and Counting!

by Drew Kirkman, Associate Director, Gold-medalist Tenor

I've spent several days thinking.
Actually, I spend most days
thinking, as I'm usually driving over
the road with nothing but time on
my hands.
I can't wait for the shows this
weekend. We are ready and
singing better than ever....The
last 10-14 weeks have been an
amazing, every-week-is-betterthan-the-last ride with Friday
beginning the newest, yet even
newer, newest version of the
Heralds of Harmony that no one will
have seen or heard yet.

Editor's Note:
An internal
Chorus note
that captures
the great spirit
and internal
excitement of
upcoming events
that was written
and shared
with the Chorus
just prior to the
Encore '16 shows
June 10 and 11.

Now, our Christmas shows are getting very well known
and they deserve to be treated with kid gloves as we do,
but our Encore! performances are going to blow people
away. Sure, the new people who haven't seen us yet, but
more likely our faithful followers...they will not believe
how we keep getting better and better right before their
eyes. What a pleasure it is to be associated with that
kind of feeling, that kind of brotherhood, that kind of
family. One more slide of the iron across the lapels just
to make sure it's perfect. Just one last look at the tag to
double-check where I sit in the chord, then practice it a
few times. Maybe one last mirror run-through of "Eyes
Medley," because even though it’s perfect, I can probably
do something even better this time.
Yeah, that’s the stuff I think about all day...
The other reason I wanted to write tonight is to ask...
What do you want your legacy to be? Legacy literally
means "an amount of money or property left to
someone in a will." It can also mean "a thing handed
down by a predecessor." There it is. Your family, your job,
maybe something like your barbershop chorus...there
are only so many times in your life that you have a direct
impact on the future of whatever makes you...you.
Our upcoming CD recording is one such time. I can't tell
you how personally proud I am to have made two CD's
with Michigan Jake. I know it's never going to get the
play time of Michael Jackson or Garth Brooks, but it's out
there. I did that. I was a part of that!! We all have that
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chance now coming up very soon. As you shine your
shoes one last time before the show tomorrow, think of
how that audience can be affected by you. Now think
how a CD recording, containing YOUR voice, could be
affected by you.
I'm not perfect and I will never claim to be. When Tony
mentions the wide, higher lead sound that isn't lifted
and in the nose, he's talking to me. I have to make an
adjustment every time.
But I do it...because I think of what we can all accomplish.
I think of the audience member who might be moved
by that phrase if I put a little "oy" in that vowel target.
And I think of how polished I am on my music. And I
want to look again at the notes on that one verse of that
one Christmas song, just to make sure I'm right. And
I want to double-check where the first note is on that
other song compared to the key signature, so I can be
prepared and hit it right on. We have plenty of time to
get the songs ready for contest, and for the recording, all
at the same time. So when you think of your legacy, our
combined legacy, to have forever and ever, we simply
must do everything in our individual power to make sure
it's the very best we can do. Every note, every rhythm,
every breath....everything possible to make sure we're
the most prepared for something that we've ever been.
To get to the point where I laugh when you ask me if I
know what the second verse is on "Mary, Did You Know?"
HA!!!!!
Of course I do. It's going on a CD. We owe it to the ears
of Christmas CD listeners years and years from now.
We owe it to past, present and future Heralds.
I want my legacy to start right now. I want it to begin
with my personal effort, my tool belt of knowledge
already received, our combined dedication to every note
sung and every emotion given from the first "AH" of the
first song to the last breath of our last TOT combined
number. Then on to contest music...then on to Christmas
CD preparation and show preparation. Let's stand
up there together, remembering all of the awesome
brothers who have helped us get to this point in our
chorus lives and begin the next phase of our legacy to
hand down to our future brothers in harmony. It's a
dream to sing and perform at this level with you all. Safe
travels to all and I'll see you tomorrow. I’ll be the one in
the back middle with a prideful and knowing smile.

The Tampa HERALD

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
by Bob Slaney, VP Chapter Development

During the month of May
(May 2 through June 1), we
had 11 guests (listed to the
right.)
We also enjoyed seeing
several members who we’ve
not seen for a while:
• Casey Jones
• Stephen Goldman, who joined us on our shows. It’s wonderful
to have you back with us, Stephen.
• Stephen Mullens

Invite singers to our upcoming guest night –
June 20.
Use the flyer emailed Monday to invite your
singing friends, relatives and business associates
to attend our June 20th guest night. A musical and
fun evening will be enjoyed by all!!!
We need to recruit all parts and especially basses
to get more of that wonderful foundation sound.
If I can help by calling some of your contacts,
let me know and I will invite them personally. If
anyone has questions about Heralds’ membership,
contact me at rjslaney46@gmail.com or by phone
at 813-641-7674.
It’s great to be a Herald and sing with all of you. It
will be even greater to have more singers join us
on the risers.

No need to search through your
email inbox to find that Guest
Night flyer.
Download it here!
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Welcome
May Guests
Andrew Jonas
Bailey Walman
Dave Fuson
Ian Matthews
Phil Stephenson
Ray Kazmierski
Walt Hodges
Daniel Hipps
Dave Hamilton
John Fetsko
Bob Steele

Our quest to win the right to
represent the Sunshine District
at the 2017 International
Chorus Championship in Las
Vegas has begun!

QUALIFICATION DATE
Time After Time
Monday, July 18,
All members are required to qualify with
correct notes, words, and breath points.
If you have any questions, or need any
assistance, please contact your section leader.

The Tampa HERALD
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The Heralds Do It Like No One Else!

Heralds of Harmony at Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg
College, June 10, 2016

The Tampa Bay Heralds of Harmony
returned to the Palladium and USF stages
with exciting performances of modern
day barbershop harmony along with the
dazzling top-ten International finalist
Main Street quartet and the sparkling
Sweet Adelines third-place medalist
Toast of Tampa Show Chorus and Windsor
quartet. The performance of the combined
150-voice choruses was a show-stopper!
Heralds of Harmony, Encore '16 at USF School of Music Concert Hall, June 11, 2016

Friday, June 10, 8 p.m., at
The Palladium's Hough
Hall in St. Petersburg
and Saturday, June 11, at
3 p.m. and 7 p.m. at USF
School of Music Concert
Hall in Tampa. Check out
the following pages for
some photos from the
shows.

Soloists for Encore '16
Ashley Espinoza
Mountain & Miracle
Sophia DeRosa
Mountain
Lexi Burkley		
Circle of Life
Gina Baker		
Circle of Life
Isabella Socci		
In Harmony
Dave Cross		
50s Medley
Alex Kuen		
50s Medley, In Harmony
Matt Crisostomo
50s Medley & Circle of Life
Joseph De Rosa
50s Medley
Christian Espinoza 50s Medley & In Harmony

©Design Magic Studio
Heralds of Harmony and Toast of Tampa at Encore '16 at USF School of Music Concert Hall, June 11, 2016

The Tampa HERALD
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Heralds of Harmony during the "50s Medley" - Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

Wow!
Soloist, Dave Cross of Heralds of
Harmony during the "50s Medley"
- Encore '16 at The Palladium at St.
Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

Soloist, Christian Espinoza of Heralds of Harmony during the "50s Medley" - Encore '16 at
The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016
Photos by Roxanne Clapp
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Soloists, Joseph De Rosa and Matt Crisostomo, during the "50s Medley" - Encore '16 at
The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

Fabulous!

Soloist, Alex Kuen of Heralds of Harmony - Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016
Photos by Roxanne Clapp

Soloist, Christian Espinoza, of Heralds of Harmony during the "50s Medley" - Encore '16
at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

Mike Cross surprises soloist Matt Crisostomo of Heralds of Harmony during the "50s
Medley" - Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

The Tampa HERALD
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Toast of Tampa Show Chorus builds a mountain! - Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

Above and below: Toast of Tampa - Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College,
June 10, 2016

Toast of Tampa's Sophia De Rosa with other youth members begin to build a mountain Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10, 2016

So Cool!
Photos by Roxanne Clapp

Heralds of Harmony - Encore '16 at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, June 10,
2016

The Tampa HERALD
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©Design Magic Studio
Heralds of Harmony during the first half of Encore '16 at USF, June 11, 2016

"Best Show
in Town!"

©Design Magic Studio

©Design Magic Studio
Show thriller, Joseph De Rosa, performs an awesome
lip sync to Kevin Miles' deep bass vocals

Photos courtesy of Jeffrey Maye, Design Magic Studio

Above: Matt Crisostomo solos in the
"50s Medley." Right: Soloist, Lexi
Burkley

So Great!

©Design Magic Studio
Windsor quartet during the second half of of Encore '16 at USF, June 11, 2016

©Design Magic Studio

©Design Magic Studio
Main Street quartet during the second half of Encore '16 at USF, June 11, 2016
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Great job, you all were wonderful!

Photo by Roxanne Clapp
Full Encore '16 ensemble at The Palladium at St. Petersburg College, Friday June 10, 2016. Main Street-left, Toast of Tampa Show Chorus surrounds Heralds of Harmony
chorus-center, Windsor-front row right, Emcee Brad Grabil-far right, and Director, Tony De Rosa-front and center.

The Tampa HERALD
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many

many

THANKS!
... to all our volunteers and Heralds who helped unload and
set up in a very short timeframe and those who help to host
performers, guest talent, patrons and production/show
crews in the fine tradition of Heralds hospitality! Most of you
volunteered your entire day and evening to have all areas
covered. Your help is very much appreciated and always
makes a difference!
Volunteers:
Vanny Bovino		
Sheri Matheson
Larry Clapp 			
Jim McCarthy
Roxanne Clapp		
Amy Rodgers
Shannon Czwalga		
Dianne Roberts
Trudy Doramus 		
Millie Ross
Gregg Hunsberger		
Jennifer Stiles
Dave Larson			Bill Wunderlin
Nanci Larson			Joan Wunderlin
Thank you to the volunteers who on behalf of the Heralds
of Harmony and Toast of Tampa Choruses assisted with the
coordination and polling of our patrons for the efforts of the
Hillsborough County Arts Council to seek data from local arts
organizations. As part of this effort, data collected will aid in
determining the economic impact of the arts in the Tampa
Bay area; thus, support the potential to gain arts funding for
the harmony we all love - a cappella music!
Volunteers:
Beth Curts			
Brian Stiles
Katrina Kelly			Jennifer Stiles
Rebekah Kelly		
Paul Stiles
Todd Kelly			Samantha Stiles
Elizabeth Leib		
Kim Staub
We thank you for being a part of our team!
~ Dianne Roberts & Roxanne Clapp
e. Thank you
I had a wonderful tim
gels, and our
to Tony, Chuck, our An
leadership for
musical and choreo
d shows the best
making our weeken
been and the best
that they have ever
all my years of
I have experienced in
barbershopping.
rformances. They
Let’s do more joint pe
ing. ~Bob Slaney
are absolutely amaz

Drew Kir
km
thank yo an gets a specia
u, right o
n the che l
ek!
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Angel Notes
UPCOMING ANNIVERSARIES
6/15 Medarda & Pat Bauer
6/24 Annalisa & Gus Roehrig
6/26 Linda & Charlie Nelson
6/27 Nanci & Dave Larson
7/1
Carolyn & Bill Glasgow
UPCOMING ANGEL BIRTHDAYS
6/19 Marcia Deignan
7/6
Sam Cragg
7/10 Jennifer Stiles
7/13 Julie Kelly
7/14 Lynn Schrader

Condolences to
Medarda & Pat
Bauer - Pat’s father,
Joseph Bauer, Jr.
passed away on
5/15/16 at age 95.

Good news! Bonnie
Sobania is making
progress and back
home!

Best wishes to
Vanny & Frank
Bovino in their
new residence
in Lake Worth Frank tells us it is
wonderful with a
great view of the
lake!

Condolences to Phillip Lundeen. His wife,
Bonnie, entered her heavenly home on
May 12, after suffering from breathing
issues, congestive heart failure and double
pneumonia.
Over the last few years, she had a lot of
issues standing and walking so she was
using a power chair outside of our home,
but now she is dancing on the streets of
gold in heaven.

Congratulations to Katy Cragg - 2016 High School
Graduate & already a college sophomore at Liberty
University pursuing her passion to become a
full-time missionary! First stop this summer in her
quest is Viet Nam.

Congratulations to Ashley & Christian Espinoza on
the birth of their adorable first born, son Gael, on
5/14/16.

A HUGE

THANK YOU
… to our Angels, Heralds and Toast of Tampa
members who generously contributed to the
buffet set up for all performers, volunteers &
production crews!
... the expressed appreciation for our efforts has
been overwhelming! (See a few on Page 13)
Your contributions do make a difference!

Condolences to Liz
Sipple on the passing
of her husband and our
dear Angel buddy, longtime Barbershopper and
Herald, Richard (Dick)
Sipple on 5/18/16.

Welcome Keri
Cline to the HoH
Angels! She
and new Herald
member, Bryce,
are still newlyweds
married in August,
2015!

We wish Rhonda Starks all the best in helping her
hubby, Keith, recover from knee surgery! You are
missed on the risers Keith!

The Tampa HERALD
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Rehearsal Notes
HoH Members, watch your inbox for weekly
rehearsal notes. Here they are if you missed
them, unedited so you can feel the flavor of
how they are presented each week.
by Tony De Rosa, Director, & Charlie Nelson, VP Music & Performance, Bass

Rehearsal Notes - May 16, 2016
HOH= EXCELLENCE! It’s just what we strive for. Its what we do.
Every song, every time! Our audience deserves that!
What an amazing rehearsal, last night! You owe it to yourself to listen
to the complete recording, if you have time, but I urge you to, at least,
listen to the GWG section. You’ll see and hear real progress being
made from beginning to end. There is also a great clinic on choreo
that you’ll want to watch in the 50’s Medley section. Watch that
segment and assess your own contribution to the entire package.
We are getting better at getting to the HOH Sound more quickly. Our
next big step is to sing that sound consistently without having to be
coaxed up to that production, all the time every time, as a matter of
course. That will = EXCELLENCE!
Theme of the Night: Pursue performance worthy rehearsals by being
physically read to go and practicing better performance etiquette all
the time. Consistency is key. Keep those bodies and faces engaged!
Warm UPs and General Comments
• Be less careful and more resonant in all phases of your singing.
• Remember the 3 note exercise and Tony’s caution on keeping
vocal production the same on each. We returned to this them
later in the night, where Tony urged us to make the last note of
these kinds of embellishments the best note in the sequence.
• Resonate forward on all consonants. Get to those vowels!
Remember the advice on “guh-reat” and “ugh-round” in Eyes
Medley and GWG, respectively.
• Stand tall and proud...no Hunchback Heralds!!
• Biggest thing about singing...the sound never stops!
Eyes Medley
• Be more aware of the importance of tempo in this song. Sit back
and relax into the true tempo. Know where the “tempo traps”
are and don’t get caught by such phrases as “”with those great...”
which have tendency to slow things down. Also breathe in time
to keep things moving.
• Tag each transition from one song to another in the Medley.
Finish strong, with great vocal production. That will also make

it easier for the transition in volume into the second song of the
medley, where we can be even softer and more playful with “I fell
in love with you...” in measure 41.
• In any up tune, there is no time to re-establish yourself to get
to the chord, if you don’t move quickly through things like “R’s”,
“grr’s”, or other sounds that can bring your vocal production
back towards the throat. Get to those vowels quickly. Be in good
production at all times.
• Remember the discussion on “FOOL” as the vowel target at the
end of the song. That gave us more uniformity, put the sound in
the right placement, and MOST importantly, allowed us to listen
for the tenor post that established the root of the chord. More
attentive listening in our choral singing will help our overall
tonality.
Anybody Here from Out of Town
• At the beginning of this and all songs, it sounds like we are
coming from a resting position and not getting into the song for
a couple of notes. Better prep, better breaths, being physically
engaged and “singing on the upswing” will help.
Goodbye, World, Goodbye:
• Homework assignment: listen to these 40 minutes if nothing
else. Some great coaching and great singing resulted. A few of
the big concepts include:
• Try not to make color changes when you change vowels.
Remember the opening exercise of GWG, from TA to OH to First
Chord. Keep the same, consistent vocal production throughout
(another theme, right!)
• At the tag, listen again for the tenor to establish root. (Baritones:
please be in mixed voice for this!)
• Pitch issues in this song arise from a combination of vocal
production issues, singing on the under side of the pitch, lack of
lift and support. It’s really a combination of all four.
• Pay attention to the progression from one pillar chord to the
next. Get those and the rest of this song flows more easily
Next Week: We’ll spend some more time polishing up show songs
with focus on I’m On My Way and Drunken Sailor. not’ forget that
Drew will be conducting an early choreo session at 6:30 on IOMW.
Since this will be our last rehearsal before our joint session with ToT,
we’ll also hit the three combo songs: In Harmony, Circle of Life and
Do You Hear the People Sing.

Rehearsal Notes - May 23, 2016
Last night was a tribute to our wonderful friend and brother in song,
Dick Sipple. We’ll miss him, and his family is in our thoughts and

(Continued on next page)
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Rehearsal Notes, continued
prayers.

yes, allow that sound to travel away from you to the audience....
forward boys!

The BIG Lesson for last night’s phenomenal rehearsal:
HOH=Excellence. A key barrier keeping us from our goal of constant
excellence is consistent forward placement! Virtually every song
last night illustrated ways for us to improve consistent HOH singing
techniques that will catapult us to new levels. Consistent forward
placement has to become the default to avoid those pesky traps that
lull us out of good vocal production. Remember, we’re not singing to
be competitive...we’re singing to be excellent!

• Baritones: On “Little Darlin” keep the same sound (forward) on
your Ya’s. It’s not consistent during changes.

Eyes Medley

• Move in tempo...or don’t move at all!

• Keep that good HOH Vocal Production on the last chord by
keeping the sound above the molars! If you have to get out of
that position due to lack of air, stop-- take a breath -- and come
right back in with the correct position.
• Tenors: “great big beautiful” right before the “eyes” string at the
end is just as important. We need that too!
• Movement on “broke”...be careful that that movement doesn’t
break the continuity of the phrase.
• Baritones” Mid-range notes have a tendency to fall flat. They
generally need more brilliance (forward placement) in the
sound.
If There’s Anybody Here from Out of Town
• Background singers, sing the “do’s” in a more forward spot. Same
will apply to background in 50’s Medley against the soloists.
• Bass/Bari on last chord, we need a more forward “was”
establishing that root-five strongly.
• When we get this song started with the right vocal placement,
we can sail through the rest with ease. That first “here” is the
target (match: “see”) where we need to be as brilliant as we can
be, with excellent vocal production.
50’s Medley
• Remember, every one sings the transition from “Lollipop” to
“Rock Around the Clock.” Be confident AND accurate.
• By they way, keep those “Dm’s” more AH based and not UH
based. Forward sound (there’s that theme again!)
• We are challenged to make better vocal production choices
when we go from “Rock” to “Sh-Boom.” Its built on a “back”
vowel, and you have to fight against that trap to let that sound
fall back in the throat in order to maintain that tforward sound
(theme, again!)
• We keep making this mistake: HOMEWORK...consciously
practice this transition to build consistent vocal production and
not let traps like this get you out of the HOH sound.
• Soft is not timid or small (remember, Mr. Blue.) It’s just soft....and,

• Top 3 parts on “Little Darlin” More definition on moving parts to
help establish the downbeats.
• IMPORTANT: Accompaniment always follows the Director,
not the soloist. The soloist is, by design, reactive. The
accompaniment can never be. To avoid slowing the selection,
stay focused on the Director. Don’t listen to the soloist.
I’m On My Way
• HOMEWORK: Recall the exercise on mouthing the words, with
NO sound, and keeping both tempo and developing a command
for the choreo. This exercise will help build competency in both
areas and will be standard for us in the future. We simply can’t
rely on others to remind us of tempo and choreo. Each of us
needs to own both.
Vocal Production: Additional reminders in Goodbye, World,
Goodbye, and Shenandoah. We’ve taken volume away as the
critical element on most of our songs. We need to replace it with
higher degrees of artistry, letting words tell the story, communicate
emotion and feelings, plus all of the other things we’ve been talking
about of late. We’re doing GREAT! But we can be better, through
consistent vocal production...the HOH way!
See you Tuesday night at the Pepin Center at 7:30, where we’ll
practice our 3 combo songs with the ladies. Also, we’ll do an
review of all show songs at our regular rehearsal (rescheduled due to
Memorial Day) on Wednesday, June 1. Have a wonderful time with
your families over the Holiday weekend.

Rehearsal Notes - May 31 and June 1, 2016
WHEN AVERAGE SINGERS COME TOGETHER...GREATNESS IS POSSIBLE,
BUT NOT ALWAYS PROBABLE.
Wednesday night was an OUTSTANDING rehearsal. Why? The theme
for the night was using the skills you’ve already learned to maintain a
musical forward placement of our sound on a consistent basis, and
boy did we deliver! The message was clear: get there faster, keep the
techniques you know in place, and take individual responsibility to
maintain that placement ALL the time.
From Tuesday night’s great combo rehearsals with the Toast of
Tampa and Wednesday night on Combo Songs:
• Leads: there is a note change in m 54 in Circle of Life: Go up an
octave to the high F, on the words “it’s the” to match the female

(Continued on next page)
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Rehearsal Notes, continued
leads and be set for that third F.
• On Do You Hear the People Sing, be sure to use the following
word sounds (all with very forward placement):
• In m 1- 4 and in 40-43. Upper 3 parts are on ‘mmm”, Basses
on “ng”
• In m 5 -8 and in 44- 47. All parts sing “ooo”
• In m 9-10 and in 48-49, all sing “oh”
• Growing and shaping long word sounds, not just letting them
lay there. More travel towards dynamic and stylistic changes
with every one of these opportunities.
Warm Ups on Wednesday
• Be more confident in yourself to consistently produce the HOH
SOUND, which is Forward Placement in a musical way. With
that confidence the sky’s the limit on what you can do. Be really
aggressive with maintaining that placement.
• Remember the discussion using the visual aid of the letter, “C”.
We want our production to come through the TOP of the C, not
through the Bottom of the C (pushing the sound back in the
mechanism before correcting it out the top.)
• Stay forward! Think “FREE IN FRONT”. Produce the same vocal
production all the way through phrases, cadences, songs, vowel
sounds, traps. You CAN do it! You did it tonight...a lot!
• When we sing softer: don’t get fuzzy. Actually requires more
clarity
Goodbye, World, Goodbye
• Pitch issues were arising in the first segment of the song. Those
were corrected by attention to producing more full sound and
getting back to root whenever we return.
• Tenors: go to chest voice on the B, on “world” at the end of the
first segment.
• Baritones: Be aware of your position in the chord (2nd) on the
word 'sky' in the first segment. Needs lighter coloring to balance
the chord.
• This song works best when we are more animated, singing with
more joy and more energy.
• Be sure to distinguish between “rise” and “ride”
• At bass melody in 16-23, the top three parts need more “hushed
intensity” to allow the basses to shine. Come on back to the
party on “ feet, won’t stay on the ground.”
50’s Medley
• At last pose, release when Tony does to DT.
• Great job, basses, on Improved rhythmic stability in “Little Darlin’.”
• Don’t listen to soloists in Sh-Boom, Mr. Blue, or Little Darlin’. They

do and should do their own things. Stay on the director.
• Weakest part of this song are the transitions in “Lollipop.”
• First transition: Basses keep that good forward placement
on the transition.
• Second Transition: with all...Keep same intensity as in
Lollipop section.
• Transition to Sh-Boom is the most likely place where we lost our
forward placement. Step right into that placement from the very
first note.
Shenandoah
• Even though slow and soft, keep placement the same and
provide clarity.
• Be free and physical with this happy song.
• Finish all of the wonderful word sounds built in to this song:
“away” and “bound” are good examples
• Remember the concept of a “vocal divot” that Tony expressed
on the phrase” Ri-ver -- O, Shenandoah.” when the “O” is not
maintained in a forward placement through that phrase, it’s the
same as taking a big old divot on a golf shot. Ruins the purity of
the shot and song.
Drunken Sailor
• At times, maintaining our good forward HOH placement is a
little elusive in this song. You know where it is. It’s that same “ng”
that we sang in “Do You Hear the People Sing.”
• “Up, she rises”. We need more lilting suspension on the word “up”
and less percussiveness.
• Listen to your learning media on this song before next
Monday, to refresh your memory.
Next Monday, June 6, we’ll spend time working on transition for the
entire show. it would be great to have all hands on deck for this final
rehearsal before our shows. It’s going to be great!!!

Rehearsal Notes - June 6, 2016
Now that was a light’s out rehearsal, last night! Great job, guys! The
loss of power and Tropical Storm Colin did little to dampen our spirits
as we put the finishing touches on our show package for Friday and
Saturday.
The Theme for the Night: Staying High on the Pitch. We have all
the tools we need to do this consistently...it’s a matter of individual
commitment.
While we’re on the subject of consistency...we are at the point where
we have every teaching we need to be a top level chorus from the
moment we hit the risers. But we are slow to get to that level and
seem to need Tony to remind us. That’s not what we are trying to

(Continued on next page)
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achieve.
We really have to change that “reminder” culture through individual commitment to achieve
CONSCIOUS COMPETENCE. What does that mean? It means, we already know how to do
everything that has been taught. Let me repeat that: There is nothing we don’t already know how
to do! The only thing preventing us from achieving consistent greatness is individual commitment
to “do the deed". We should not need for Tony to remind us of things he tells us all the time. When
he does, we’re good about changing our behavior to achieve it, but the point is this: why should he
have to remind us of:
• No scooping. Begin right on the pitch through proper preparation
• Singing higher on the pitch
• Keeping our placement forward in a good, musical way...all the time
• Keeping up with the tempo.
• Lifting, at all times : pitch, performance, face, space
• “Just GO”. You know what to do!
Let’s work to eliminate this list! We need to step into that HOH sound right from the start...and that’s
never more important than it will be on Friday and Saturday. We have 25 minutes to show the
improvement. It’s up to you!
Just a couple of reminders on individual songs:
50’s Medley
• Basses really need to command and drive through the transitions in Lollipop.
• The important part of the word, “lollipop” is the vowel!!
• Coming out of Mr. Blue...get into the 50’s “Sha Na Na” feel. We are being too careful and “pretty.”
Sing well, but into the character of the song. Buy in to the style of the times.
I’m On My Way
• Top three parts, breathe before “wagon” in the opening.
If There’ Anybody Here from Out of Town
• Remember that the target vowel for the word “here” is “ee”. Need the “r” but not as part of the
vowel sound.
Drunken Sailor
• Leads: need more overall body in the opening section of the sound. Add more warm air and
more character.
• On the toe rises on “up”, remember that on the third one, come down slowly. If you can’t do that,
don’t go up at all
Goodbye, World, Goodbye
Leave it all on the stage. Great joy, animation, movement, is required for this song.
Held key pretty well on this song, until last segment. Be conscious of getting on top of all those
pitches.
Have a great performance this weekend! If we can step out into the HOH sound from beginning, it
will be memorable.
Next week, we move into an entirely new phase: preparation for the October, Sunshine District
International Qualification Contest. Watch for Time After Time to be released this week. We’ll start
working on this song on Monday, June 13, plus we’ll start looking more in depth into Eyes Medley.
We’ll also start prepping for our Christmas CD, so please be ready to focus on Mary Did You Know,
and refresh your understanding of O Come, All Ye Faithful and O Come, O Come Emmanuel.
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Always seeking
information for the next
exciting edition!
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Current Events Info
Society News
District News
Photographs
Chapter Quartet Info
and Stories
• HoH Family News
of Interest
• Fun stuff: Pics, puzzles,
riddles

Send these things to the
Editor!
Roxanne Clapp
rox@rox-c.com
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Left: Chris Rodgers makes the most out
of a Heralds and Toast of Tampa joint
rehearsal. Warning: do not leave your cell
phones unattended!

June 2016

PUZZLE OF THE MONTH
by Carolyn Glasgow , Heralds Angel

Rearrange the letters to form new words that are
related to music.
REOBTAIN

_______________________

PONSOAR

_______________________

Caption
Contest?

TRONE		

_______________________

DEAL		

_______________________

SABS		

_______________________

Submit your ideas
to the editor!
Rox@rox-c.com

ARESUME

_______________________

TONE		

_______________________

NOGS		

_______________________

CCTENORS

_______________________

CCPIRATES

_______________________

Solution at bottom of page.
Right: Alex Kuen

Solution to the Puzzle of the Month: BARITONE, SOPRANO, TENOR, LEAD, BASS, MEASURE, NOTE, SONG, CONCERTS, PRACTICES
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(shown alphabetically)

Back Street 4

Tony De Rosa
Joseph De Rosa
Aaron Stratton
Brock Stratton
Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four

Chuck Steiner, Dan McFarlane, Ralph
Brown and Steve Matheson
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

Easy Street

Paul Carter - Tenor
Dave Cross - Lead
Bryan Hevel - Bass
Charlie Nelson - Baritone

KickStart Quartet
Nicholas Folkes - Tenor
Christian Espinoza - Lead
Chris Kline - Baritone
Jonathan Meadows - Bass

Main Street

Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross
Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/

SongDaddy

Russ Powell – Tenor
Steve Cragg – Lead
Chris Barthauer – Bass
Marty Port – Baritone
Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com

To have your Chapter quartet and photo appear here, send your information to Roxanne Clapp, rox@rox-c.com
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Barbershopper
of the Month

6
1
0
2
l
i
r
p
A

Paul Stiles
Grant Development

June 2016

PUN OF THE
MONTH
I didn't like my beard at first. Then it
grew on me.

July 24-31, 2016
www.barbershop.org/hu
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS
The next Board Meeting will be held
July 14, 2016, at 7 p.m.

Upcoming
Birthdays
Robert Lang  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . June 17
Howdy Russell .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  June 22
David Mills .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . June 24
Greg Garvin .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  June 29
Alex Kuen .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  July 2
David Parker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . July 4
Marty Port .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  July 4

The previous Board Meeting was held
June 9, 2016, at 7 p.m.
______________
Minutes to Board Meetings are available to all
members on the ‘Members Section’
of the website.
Board Meetings are typically held online and open
to all members. If you are interested in attending,
you can obtain the link and sign-in information
from Dave Roberts:
daver1103@aol.com

Deadline for the next
Herald is July 10.

Birthday information provided by Secretary,
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants from
The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs, The Arts Council of
Hillsborough County, and Walmart; as well as employee
matching programs at Verizon and Honeywell, and is
sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of
State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on
Arts and Culture.

Send your photos, stories, and
updates to the Editor, Roxanne
Clapp, at Rox@rox-c.com

Sponsored in part by
the State of Florida,
Department of State,
Division of Cultural
Affairs and the Florida
Council on Arts and
Culture.
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

“Friends of the Heralds” (FOH) is a fund-raising
program that is an important part of the
Heralds yearly operating budget. Our mission
is to preserve and further develop a cappella
singing through musical excellence. FOH
was established to help sustain Heralds of
Harmony financial needs as we increase the
number of singers on the risers and continue
to improve our musical performance. We are
a non-profit organization supported by our
performance ticket sales, dues and grants.
Under the direction of Tony De Rosa, we
will continue to offer the best musical and
entertainment experience for our audience.
This year we placed in the top ten worldwide
at the International Chorus Competition
of the Barbershop Harmony Society. The
Heralds are poised to continue this significant
growth and progression.
FOH allows members, Alumni, as well as
our friends, family, and barbershop fans, to
assist us on our musical journey and support
our financial needs. Your tax-deductible
contribution is very much appreciated and
will help us in this endeavor.
If you wish to write a check, please send to:
Heralds of Harmony; Treasurer - Bill Glasgow;
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076
or click ‘Donate’ here:

Thank you to our “Friends of the Heralds” who
have supported us, and we hope you will do
so once again.
Marty Port
Chairman, Friends of the Heralds
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PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up
Charles & Cynthia Barbarisi
Larry & Roxanne Clapp
Tony & Jodi De Rosa
Terry & Emily Garvin
Dick & Susan Murbach
Marty & Barbara Port

Dave & Dianne Roberts
John & Kim Santamaria
Theresa Schweiger
Steve & Irene Stenzler
Paul & Jennifer Stiles

PLATINUM
$500 to $999
Ralph & Chris Brown
Steve & Sheri Matheson
Mark & Karen Tuttle
GOLD
$250 to $499
James & Margo Allen
Pat & Medarda Bauer
Greg & Donna Garvin
Bill & Carolyn Glasgow
Jerry & Judy Huetz

Robert Janes
Al & Julie Kelly
Bob & Jane Lang
Doug McDonald
Ed McKenzie

Sandra Roth
Ray & Pam Scalise
Lou & Carol Wurmnest

SILVER
$100 to $249
Alex & Tatiana Boltenko
Richard & Victoria Casanzio
David & Marlene Cross
Tom Davidson

Dan & Marcia Deignan
Bill & Tamuel Fowler
Steve Janes
Joe & Kaye McCarthy

Nick & Irene Nicosia
Barbara & Ken Ongemach
Bob & Shauvon Powell
Jane Reichert

BRONZE
up to $99
Michael & Melanie Burt
Myra Dickens
Brian & Lancya Hutchison
P McKay Kelly

Thomas and Nancy Kropp
David & Nanci Larson
Don & Dana Long

Louis & Sharon Markee
Flora McClain
Dan Proctor
Lynn Smith

The Tampa HERALD

Tampa Chapter 2016 Officers
and Board of Directors

PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
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It’s GREAT
to be
a Herald!

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
John Santamaria
john@thesantamariafamily.com
TREASURER
Bill Glasgow
billg@tampabay.rr.com
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS & CHORUS MANAGER
Chuck Steiner, III
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Bob Slaney
rjslaney46@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Paul Stiles
paulstiles@verizon.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS

Tenor Section Leaders:
Lead Section Leaders:

Baritone Section Leaders:
Bass Section Leader:
Administrative Contact:
Visual Team Leader:
Visual Team Assistants:

Russ Powell
russ5000@hotmail.com
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
Andy Schrader
andrew@schradermusic.com
Christian Espinoza christian.espinoza84@gmail.com
Admin Contact Steve Cragg: donutcop@gmail.com
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
Chris Kline
cmkmusicislife@aol.com
Drew Kirkman
jaketenor@yahoo.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Drew Kirkman, Dave Cross, Danny Wunderlin, Paul Stiles

Need HoH information or assistance re:
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
727-459-8245
Music Librarian & FINALE Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
727-505-2095
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com 727-259-3058
Website Content:
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
813-546-8953
E-Newsletter Editor:
Roxanne Clapp
rox@rox-c.com
813-994-4380
		
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘17)
Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com

Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘18)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com

Sunshine District (& Sunburst) • www.sunshinedistrict.org

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Drew Kirkman • Jaketenor@yahoo.com

Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • @TampaHoH
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software • www.finalemusic.com/reader/
The Heralds of Harmony Chorus is committed to making its programs and
performances accessible to everyone. If you have any questions about
participation and access, please contact Paul Stiles at 813-624-2600.

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

